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High ocean freight rates caused by service disruption is helping push forwarders 
and shippers to use airfreight. 
In its latest market summary, airline association IATA said that air cargo is 
benefitting from “exceptionally congested” container shipping supply chains. 



It pointed out that the cost-competitiveness of air cargo relative to that of 
container shipping has improved over recent months, with the average cost of 
air cargo in May six times more expensive than seafreight, compared with 12 
times more expensive pre-crisis. 
“Improved competitiveness compared to sea shipping should continue to make 
air cargo a bright spot for airlines while passenger demand struggles with 
continued border closures and travel restrictions,” said Willie Walsh, IATA 
director general. 
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Market data provider Freightos said that air cargo rates from the Asia to the US 
had last week started climbing – ocean rates are one potential reason for the 
increase. 
Freightos research lead Judah Levine said: “One culprit [for the ocean rate 
increases] may be an increase in ocean to air conversions driven by climbing 
rates and persistent delays in ocean freight. 
“Some retailers seem to be making the choice to move ocean imports to air 
despite the expense and possible financial loss, as a way to guarantee inventory 
and build customer loyalty while their competitors may be sold out due to 
logistics delays.” 

https://www.aircargonews.net/uncategorized/air-cargo-gains-from-rising-prices-in-ocean-shipping/attachment/iata-price-competitiveness-chart/


Figures from Freightos show that ocean rates from China to the US west coast 
last week stood at $6,533 per 40ft unit, a 151% increase on a year ago. From 
China to the US east coast prices were up 209% at $10,30 per 40ft unit. 
A forwarder contact agreed that there was spillover from ocean to airfreight 
because of ongoing disruption in the shipping industry. 
He said airfreight was volatile but stable in comparison to shipping. 
To highlight the current disruption in container shipping, IATA pointed to figures 
from SeaIntelligence that showed global shipping schedule delays have risen 
significantly of late, equivalent to an implied 8.6% loss of capacity on the 
available fleet in April 2021 
“While air cargo fares remained elevated, container fares have increased 
strongly since then, and were more than three times higher than pre-crisis levels 
in April 2021,” IATA said. 
“As, a result, relative price of air cargo vs ocean declined, supportive for air 
mode of transport. In Q1 2021, air cargo has grown 5.6% compared to Q1 2019, 
while container throughput increased by 6.1%. In contrast, in Q2 2020, when air 
cargo fares were close to 20 times those of containers, air cargo was relatively 
weaker. (Cargo Tonne Kms down 17.5% year-on-year in Q2, container 
throughput down 7.8%).” 
The airline association added that air cargo was likely to continue to benefit from 
disruption in ocean shipping. 
“Air cargo also tends to over perform other means of transport at the start of an 
economic upturn due to restocking cycles, when businesses turn to air to rapidly 
refill inventories as demand rises. 
“But with strong consumer demand and the lack of container capacity expected 
to continue until late 2021 at the earliest, air cargo is likely to remain a viable 
alternative to container shipping for some businesses. The upshot is that air 
cargo is likely to continue to perform well compared to other modes for most of 
2021.” 
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